
 
 

 

 

 

 

On 25th of February 2020, Portuguese celebrated one of the oldest cultural manifests - the Carnival day, which 

takes place in the city of Loulé, being famous for its spectacular shows and performances in the region of Algarve. 

Surprisingly, it was also a great day for hikers and nature lovers. Recently, the research team from CinTurs 

research center, working in the project "TrailGazerBID - an analytical & technical framework to measure returns 

from trail investment" and utilizing infrared beam sensor technology for trail visitor monitoring, have found the 

significant different between daily results. The increase of trail visitor number on the day of Carnival was more 

than 3 times greater compared to 7 previous days. There were 484 trail visitors on the day of Carnival, while the 

average of previous days reached only 143 daily visitors. 

The trail "Seven Hanging Valley", located on the coast of Carvoeiro village, was recently elected as one of the 

best hiking destinations in Europe. Moreover, it is one of the most popular sites for hikers, nature lovers and 

photographers. It is a recent investment of the municipality of Lagoa with objective to develop a trail of 6km 

along attractive coastal cliffs connecting the cultural and natural assets of caves of Benagil, the Senhora da 

Rocha church, the fishermen village Ferragudo, the lighthouse of Alfanzina and the dunes of Cova Redonda, 

Carvoeiro and Albandeira. 

The results underline an increasing trail popularity and how important is for local Algarve residents and visiting 

tourists to spend leisure time actively being in the nature, discovering coastal landscapes, beaches and natural 

heritages.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The results were collected in Alfazinha lighthouse location, where dominates intermediate difficulty level 

with frequently appearing obstacles and various altitude levels. As other trail sites, this location is famous 

for hikers due to spectacular landscapes and opportunity to observe unique Algarvian flora and fauna. 
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For further information: Goda Lukoseviciute, Project Manager, Research Centre for Tourism, Sustainability and Well-being 
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